Comparing market estimates for wireless personal communication and considering recent proposals for wideband multimedia services with the existing spectrum allocations for these types of systems show that spectrum resource management remains an important topic in the near and distant future.
Introduction
The rapid increase of the size of wireless mobile community and their demands for high speed, multimedia communications stands in clear contrast to the rather limited spectrum resource that have been allocated in international agreements. Efficient spectrum or Radio Resource Management (RRM) is of paramount importance due to these increasing demands. Fig 1 illustrates the principles of wireless network design. The network consists of a fixed network part and a wireless access system. The fixed network provides connections between base stations or Radio Access Ports(RAP), which in turn provide the wireless "connections" to the mobiles. The RAPs are distributed over the geographical area where we wish to provide the mobile users with communication services. We will refer to this area as simply as the service area. The area around a RAP where the transmission conditions are favourable enough to maintain a connection of the required quality between a mobile and the RAP, is denoted the coverage area of the RAP. The transmission quality and thus the shape of these regions will, as we may expect depend heavily on the propagation conditions and the current interference from other users in the system. The coverage areas are therefore usually of highly irregular shape.
The fraction of the service area where communication with some required quality of service (QoS) is possible is called the coverage or the area availability of the system. In two-way communication systems(such as mobile telephone systems), links have to be establish both from the RAP to the mobile (down-or forward link) and between the mobile terminal and the RAP (up-or reverse link). At first glance these two links seem to have very similar properties, but there are some definite differences from a radio communication perspective. The propagation situation is quite different, in particular in wide area cellular phone systems, where the RAP (base station) usually has its antennas at some elevated location, free of obstacles. The terminals on the other hand are usually located amidst buildings and other obstacles creating shadowing and multipath reflections.
Also the interference situation in the up and downlink will be different since there are many terminals and varying locations and quite few RAPs at fixed locations. For obvious economical reasons, we would like our wireless network to provide ample coverage with as few RAPs as possible. Clearly this would not only minimise the cost of the RAP hardware and installation, but also limit the extent of the fixed wired part of the infrastructure. Coverage problems due to various propagation effects puts a lower limit to the number of RAP that are required. However not quite correct, one could say that the range of the RAPs is to small, compared to the inter-RAP distance. Such a system where this type of problem is dominant is called a range limited system. As the number of transmitters in the system becomes large within some fixed chunk of available RF-spectrum, the number of simultaneous connections (links) will become larger that the number of orthogonal signals that the available bandwidth may provide. In order to provide service for such a large population of users, it is obvious that the bandwidth used by the RAPs and terminals has to be reused in some clever way at the cost of mutual interference.
The systems is said to be bandwidth or interference-limited .
Absolutely vital to the study of any resource management problem is a thorough understanding of the user requirements, i.e. the required QoS and the traffic characteristics. All resource management schemes are designed (or optimised) using some model for the traffic. The resulting performance will clearly be a function of not only how well our design has been adapted to the traffic model, but also how accurate the traffic model is. Most wireless systems of today use circuit switched speech as the main design model (e.g. GSM). This does not prevent such systems to carry other types of traffic, but they always do this at a performance penalty. Future wireless access systems are expected to carry both large bandwidths as well as a mixture of services with very different and often conflicting service requirements. In particular in these scenarios, accurate modelling is In the remainder of the paper we will now present a more rigorous formulation of the radio resource management and review some of the ideas and results from the literature. Finally wegive an outlook on how these results can be applied to future wideband systems and which are the key problems that should be addressed in further studies. Now, let us assume that there are C (pairs of) waveforms (in conventional schemes these can be seen as orthogonal channels (channel pairs)) numbered from the set C = {1,2,3,...C} available for establishing links between access ports and mobile terminals. To establish radio links, to each mobile the system has to assign
Radio resource management -a general problem formulation
an access port from the set B, b) a waveform (channel) from the set C , c) a transmitter power for the access port and the terminal.
This assignment (of access port, channel and power) is performed according to the resource allocation algorithm (RAA) of the wireless communication system. The assignment is restricted by the interference caused by the access ports and mobiles as soon as they are assigned a "channel" and when they start using it. Another common restriction is that access ports are in many case restricted to use only a certain subset of the available channels. Good allocation schemes will aim at assigning links with adequate SIR to as many (possibly all) mobiles as possible. Note that the RAA may well (should) opt for not assigning a channel to an active mobile if this assignment would cause excessive interference to other mobiles.
Let us now study the interference constraints on resource allocations in somewhat more detail. We now may compute the signal and interference power levels in all access ports and mobiles, given the link (power) gains, G ij , between access port i and mobile terminal j. For the sake of simplicity we will here consider only rather wideband modulation schemes which will make the link gains virtually independent of the frequency. Collecting all link gains in matrix form, we get a BxM rectangular matrix the link gain matrix G. The link gain matrix describes the (instantaneous)
propagation conditions in the system. Note that in a mobile system, both the individual elements of the matrix (due to mobile motion) and the dimension of the matrix (due to the traffic pattern) may vary over time.
The task of the Resource allocation scheme is to find assignments for the Quality-of-Service is sufficient in as many links as possible(preferably all). Providing a stringent definition to the QoS for a practical communication service is a complex and multifaceted problem. In this treatment we will confine ourselves to a simple maeasure the Signal-to-Interference ratio, SIR. or actually, to be precise, the Signal-to-interference+noise ratio. This measure is strongly connected with performance measures as the bit or message error probability in the communication link. We require the SIR to exceed a given threshold γ o which is determined by the modulation and coding formats of the system. This means that the following inequality must hold for both the up (mobile-to-access port) and down (access port-to-mobile) link of the connection: 6(20)
where Γ j denotes the SIR at the receiver and N denotes the receiver (thermal) noise power at the access port. P j denotes the transmitter power used by terminal j. The quantity θ jm is the normalized crosscorrelation between the signals from mobiles j and m at the access port receiver, i.e. the effective fraction of the received signal power from transmitter m contributes to the interference when receiving the signal from access port j. If the waveforms are chosen to be orthogonal (as in FDMA and TDMA) these correlations are either zero or one depending on if the station has been assigned the same frequency (time slot) or not. In non-orthogonal access schemes (e.g.DS-CDMA) the θ jm take real values between zero and one.
Note that we may not be certain that it is possible to comply with all the constraints (2) for all the M mobiles, in particular if M happens to be a large number. As system designer we may have to settle for finding resource allocation schemes that assign channels with adequate quality to as many mobiles as possible. The largest number of users that may be handled by the systems is a measure of the system capacity. Since the number of mobiles is random quantity and the constraints (2) depend on the link matrix, i.e. on the relative position of the mobiles, such a capacity measure is not a well defined quantity.
The classical approach for telephone type of traffic is to use as capacity measure the maximal relative arrival rate of calls ρ for which the blocking probability (the probability that a newly arrived session request is denied) can be kept below some predetermined level. Due to the mobility of the mobiles this is not an entirely satisfying measure. A call or session may be lost due to adverse propagation conditions. To include such phenomena in to our capacity would require detailed specification of call handling procedures (e.g. handling of new vs. old calls, hand-off procedures as a mobile moves from one access port to another etc.). It may therefore be practical to choose a simpler and more fundamental capacity measure that will reflect the performance of the resource allocation scheme as such. For this purpose, the assignment failure probability ν (or assigment failure rate [14, 15] ) has been proposed. The instantaneous capacity ω * (ν o ) of a wireless system is the maximum allowed traffic load in order to keep the assignment failure rate below some threshold
As we have seen above, finding the optimum resource allocation, i.e. for each mobile determining i) a waveform assignment (determining theθ jm )
ii) an access port assigment (of one or more(!) ports)
iii) a transmitter power assignment that maximises Y for a given link gain matrix, is a formidable problem. No efficient general algorithm that is capable of doing such an optimal assignment for arbitrary link gain matrices and mobile sets is known. Instead, partial solution and a number of more less complex heuristic schemes have been proposed (and are used in the wireless systems of today). These schemes are usually characterised by low complexity and by using simple heuristic design rules. The capacity ω * achieved by these schemes is, as expected, often considerably lower that can be expected to be achieved by optimum channel assignment.
Current Approaches to resource allocation strategies
The subproblem that has attracted most of the interest in the literature so far, is the choice and allocation of waveforms. Orthogonal waveforms such as frequency division multiplexing (FDMA) and time division (TDMA) that provide a "channelisation" of the spectrum have no doubt been the most popular ones, although considerable interest has recently been devoted to non-orthogonal waveforms, e.g. the IS-95 DS-CDMA waveforms [25] . Given the set of signalling waveforms C, the next problem is the allocation of waveforms to the different terminal-access port links. This allocation can be done numerous ways depending on the amount and quality of the information available regarding the matrix G and the traffic situation (activity of different terminals). Another important issue is the time scale on which resource (re-)allocation is feasible.
Channel allocation in early FDMA cellular radio systems operates on a long term basis. Based on average type statistical information regarding G (i.e. large scale propagation predictions), frequencies are on a more or less permanent basis assigned to different access ports. Such a "cell ZANDER, RADIO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 8 (20) plan" provides a sufficient reuse distance between RAPs providing a reasonably low probability of outage (to low SIR) [1] . Inhomogenuities in the traffic load can also be taken care of by adapting the number of channels in each RAP to the expected traffic carried by that access port. To minimise the planning effort, adaptive cell planning strategies (e.g. "channel segregation" [2] ) have been devised using long-term average measurements of the interference and traffic to automatically allocate channels to the access port. These "static" (or "quasi-static") channel allocation schemes work quite well when employed in macrocellular systems with high traffic loads. In short range (microcellular) systems propagation conditions tend to change more abrubtly. Since each of the RAPs tend to carry less total traffic in small microcells, the relative traffic variation are also large, in particular in multimedia traffic scenarios. Employing "static" channel allocation schemes in the situations require considerable design margins. Large path loss variations are countered with large reuse distances, unfortunately at a substantial capacity penalty. In the same way microcellular traffic variations are handled by assigning excess capacity to handle traffic peaks. In recent years two principally different methods to approach this problem have been devised: Dynamic channel allocation (DCA) and Random Channel Allocation (RCA).
In dynamic (Real-time) channel allocation(DCA), real-time measurements of propagation and/or traffic conditions are used to (re-)allocate spectrum resources. Early, graph theoretic schemes, adapted only to traffic variations [4, 5] ] yielding only moderate capacity gains (<50 %) compared to static systems in microcellular environments. Other schemes adapt their channel allocation to the received wanted signal strength. One example of the latter type of schemes is the class of Reusepartitioning schemes [6, 8] . Here, several overlaid cell plans with different reuse distances are used.
Terminals with a high received signal level are tolerant to interference and can be allocated a channel from a dense reuse cell plan whereas the "weaker" terminals get channels with a large reuse distance and lower interference levels. Capacity gains in the order of up to 100% have been reported for these schemes [7] . Also schemes directly estimating the C/I and thereby in a distributed way finding channels with adequate quality have been proposed [2, 9] . Similar gains as in the reuse partitioning schemes are found in the literature. A comprehensive survey of different DCA-schemes is provided in [46] .
The performance of the DCA schemes is critically dependent on the rate at which allocation or reallocation occurs. Purely traffic adaptive schemes act on incoming user request and users releasing capacity. Channel reallocation have to occur at these rates to fully utilise the potential of such a DCA scheme. For speech traffic this means that reallocations typically occur at second rates. experiencing a to low C/I, here each terminal will experience insufficient quality 20% of the time . In case a) channel coding is a waste of capacity since 4 terminals have sufficient quality and the last unlucky terminal is probably "beyond salvage". In case b) however, there are probably a sufficient number of reliable channel symbols in all terminals to make reception possible, provided suitable constraint lengths & interleaving is used.The obvious way to achieve the latter situation irregardless of the mobile speed, is to permute channel allocations in a random fashion. The simplest way is to use (orthogonal) frequency hopping which can be seen as a static channel allocation where terminals allocated to a certain access port swap channels with each other [28, 33] . Frequency hopping occurs typically 100-1000 times/second. Also non-orthogonal waveforms can be used as in the DS-CDMA based IS-95 scheme [25] . Effectively, a new random waveform is used for every transmitted bit. DS-CDMA schemes require only very low level of synchronisation and no cell planning which has made them attractive. Regarding capacity the comparison between DS and FH schemes is not obvious although orthogonal schemes seem to have advantages in mixed cell environments [26] . Comparing the performance of (deterministic) DCA to the performance of the Random allocation schemes is even more complex and stands out as one of the more fundamental research topics of the near future. The selection of the proper transmitter power in terminals and access port is another topic that has attracted considerable interest in recent years. There can be several objectives for this: to suppress adjacent channel (cross correlation) interference in non-orthogonal schemes, to minimise power consumption in order to extend terminal battery life and to control cochannel interference (in schemes with orthogonal waveforms). In the resource allocation problem context, it can be shown that the maximum number terminals is supported under a power control (PC) regime that balances the C/I of all terminals that can be supported and shuts of the rest [10] . proposed [34, 35, 36, 37] .
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In random access systems utilizing retransmissions(ARQ), however the picture is quite different.
Two important differences between these systems and the continous ("circuit switched") systems can be noted. Providing equal transmission quality to all packet transmission (e.g. letting all packets be received with equal powers), turns out to be a disasterous strategy, since it guarantees that no packet can be received properly when several packets happen to be transmitted simultaneously(a "collision"). It has clearly been demonstrated that a received power spread, such as the one caused by near-far effects or Rayleigh/Shadow fading actually improves the capacity (throughput) of such systems [39] . Results show that power control that create an even larger power spread can produce even better results [40, 41, 42] .
Managing change -the dynamics of resource allocation
As terminals move about in the service area, the propagation and interference situation may turn such that the terminal cannot be supported by the same access port on any waveform. New terminals may enter the service area requiring services, while others are terminating their communication sessions. As most of the basic resource allocation strategies described above deal mainly with static or quasi-static situations that are encountered on a microscopic,short term, time scale, we have to devise resource management schemes capable of handling these variations.
In the first case, where we have signal quality variations due to terminal moving during a communication session some kind of resource reallocation may become necessary. This may be a waveform reallocation, or an "intra-port" handoff, which in principle involves a re-execution of the basic channel allocation scheme, or an inter-port ("inter-cell") handoff . In early cellular systems which are mainly noise-limited systems these handoffs were basically triggered by too low received signal levels. The handoff mechanism has, for these cases often been modeled as a selection (macro-) diversity scheme where the terminals is assigned to the access port with the highest received signal level. This situation where hand-offs occur at more or less well defined "cellborders" has been extensively studied.
Maximizing the instantaneous received signal level may, however, not be neither very practical nor produce the best results. In high density wireless systems, the coverage areas of the access port overlap to a large extent. Low signal levels is rarely a problem since normally several access ports provide sufficient signal levels. In these cases the variations in the interference and not cell boundary crossings is to most probable cause of a handoff. When several access ports may provide sufficient C/I, the system is also able to handle traffic variations by means of load sharing, i.e. by letting less loaded access ports support terminals even though they are providing less C/I than the best (often the closest) port [20] . Combinations of power control and access port selection also
show promising results [21, 22] . Instead of conventional handoff schemes ("switching diversity"), also continuous combining schemes ("soft handoff") have been studied quite extensively [19] .
Keeping track of the mobile terminals in a large (possibly global) wireless system, the mobility management, is a formidable task. Although this is handled mainly on the fixed network end, there are important implications to the resource management. The trade-off between the capacity required for the air signalling to monitor the whereabouts of the terminals (the "locating" procedures) and the capacity required for finding, or paging, a terminal when a communication request comes from the network end, has received quite some attention [23, 24] in CDMA schemes.
Handling arriving and departing terminals poses a sligthly different problem. Whenever a new terminal arrives (a new request for service or an inter-port handoff) the RRM system has to decide if this particular terminal may be allowed into the system. An algorithm making these descisions is called an admission control algorithm. Since the exact terminal population and gain matrix may not be tracked exactly at all times and due to the complexity of the RRM-algorithms, determining the success of an admission descision may not be possible beforehand without physically executing the admission itself. The admission procedure may fail in two ways I: ("False admission") A terminal is admitted giving rise to a situation where one or more terminals cannot be supported (not necessarly including the admitted terminal) .
II: ("False rejection") A terminal is rejected when successful resource allocation actually was possible.
Traditional approaches involving static channel allocation normally use a simple thresholding strategies on the available channels in each cell. Access ports have here been assigned a fixed set of channels that "guaranteed" to provide a certain low outage probability. Such a system is what we call "blocking limited" Whenever a call arrives, we may check if there are channels available or not.
Since we may choose to give priority to on-going session experiencing an inter-port handoff, new arriving calls are admitted only up to the point where there is only some small fraction of the resource remaining. This spare capacity is "reserved" for calls entering a cell due to an inter-cell handoff.
In systems using dynamic channel allocation or random allocation there is no clear limit on number of channels/waveform that can be used. In such "interference-limited" systems, the feasibility of admitting new users will depend on the current interference situation. In particular in systems utilizing C/I-balancing power control this is complicated by the fact that already active terminals will react to the admission of a new terminal by adjusting(raising) their transmitter powers. It is therefore quite possible that the admission of yet another user may cause that several of the original users (possibly all!) no longer can be supported at the required C/I-level. Admission control schemes can be grouped into non-interactive schemes and interactive schemes [43] . The noninteractive schemes proposed are mainly using different types of interference or transmitter power thresholds [43] , i.e. when the measured interference (or the currently used power) on some channel (cell) is too high, admission is denied. The interactive schemes involve the gradual increase of the power of new terminals until they are finally admitted. Such a procedure to protect the already established procedure connection is referred to as "Soft-and Safe (SAS)" admission [44] or channel probing/active link protection [45] .
Resource management issues in Future Systems
In most of the designs discussed rely on that the systems carries circuit switched traffic of rather moderate data rates (e.g. speech, low rate circuit switch data). Let us now turn to some of the more important features of the traffic expected in future systems and what impact these will have on system design in general and on radio resource management in particular.
High bandwidth
Future systems are expected to require much higher data rates than current systems. In third generation wide area personal communication systems (cf. UMTS, FPLMTS) data rates in the range 64 kbit/s -2 Mbit/s are discussed. In local area networks speeds beyond 10 Mbit/s and are common practice. Even radio access at ATM (155 Mbit/s) rates has been discussed [29] . Data rates 15 (20) in personal communication systems are certainly limited by propagation conditions as multipath etc., but the primary constraining factor is the link budget, i.e. terminal power consumption [32] .
As one could phrase it: "A picture does not only say more than a thousand words" -it is usually a thousand times more power consuming to transmit that picture. Since the required transmitter power increases linearly with the bandwidth, high speed radio access will have but a very limited range. The latter clearly has repercussions on the economics of such systems: either we will have to invest heavily in a dense ubiquitous infrastructure, or be limited to cover only certain areas were we will expect to find users width extensive bandwidth requirements.
The design and performance of RRM algorithms is not affected very much by the increase in bandwidth per se. In fact, much of the on-air signalling required by many of the adaptive schemes will, relatively speaking, occupy a smaller fraction of the available bandwidth. Increasing the infrastructure density, with more RAPs, will clearly cause an increase in complexity in the RRM algorithms. The focus on distributed schemes will be even more pronounced in these systems.
Bursty data traffic
If the bandwidth as such is not that important to the design and performance of RRM algorithms, the traffic characteristics are. In particular data traffic, but also speech and file transfers, can be seen as discontinuous streams of symbols. There are two main problem areas involved:
• Delay constraints
Circuit switching systems are normally designed to meet absolute delay constraints, whereas the delay for data traffic normally is constrained in the statistical sense (e.g. average delays). The latter type of constraints implies an extras degree of freedom in the resource allocation procedure leading to better resource utilisation. We may trade off blocking for additional delay. This has lead to the design of radio access schemes particularly designed for delay non-sensitive, very "bursty" traffic, so called packet radio system. Since messages are short and delay is to be kept low, in these systems there is no time for the exchange of resource allocation information. Instead random access schemes are utilised in which the terminals compete for the radio resources. This will at times lead to message collisions or conflicts which have to be resolve by special conflict resolution schemes (at a delay penalty).
• Insufficient information Systems with intermittent data transmission, will also suffer from a different kind of problem. Since there are no continuous transmissions, good link quality estimates cannot be made at will but only when there actually is a transmission in progress. In particular when the traffic is very "bursty, the statistical estimates of the link-quality parameters can degrade considerable since the terminal may move a considerable distance between
transmissions. This affects all type of RRM decisions, e.g. channel allocation, power control and hand-off decisions. In these situations channel allocation decisions and power control has to be made on estimated average link qualities rather than on instantaneous values. In these cases, the concept of a "hand-off" looses it meaning in the physical sense and one may instead consider different "connection-less" (or multiport) schemes where any RAP in some area may receive messages from a mobile terminal without the explicit establishment of a logical/physical connection [30, 31] . Another possibility considered (in particular in CDMA-type systems) is to "artificially" maintain a physical link even when there are no data to transmit by prescribing a minimum "idle" power level. These tradeoffs are, of course, the more important, the more rapidly the terminals are allowed to move relative to the duration of these "idle periods".
Mixed traffic
The key problem in "multimedia"-type system is the data rates and delay constraints traffic in small cell environments will exhibit very large peek to average capacity demands. Video users with absolute delay requirements may require considerable portions of the spectrum which they share with email-type message traffic with no such absolute constraints. Dynamic channel allocation (i.e.
statistical multiplexing) will provide even larger capacity gains in these situations than in today's mobile phone scenarios. Conventional single cell traffic multiplexing/averaging will hardly be sufficient to handle the large range of data rates envisaged. Dynamic spatial resource reuse has the potential of broadening the traffic basis for efficient use of specturm resourced is of paramount importance [27] .
Another problem caused by the traffic mix, is that also this traffic property makes link-quality assessment more difficult. The conclusion above leads us to the design principle to dynamically share all the available spectrum for all types of traffic. A side-effect of this is, however, that also the interference experienced by different users will exhibit the same wide span in character [38] . In particular if we would like to estimate the link quality for a high quality circuit switched service, the link will be subject to both quasi-constant as well as intermittent interference (from packet service users). Reliably estimating, for instance, the C/I as a basis for RRM decisions, will be considerable more difficult
Conclusions & Discussion
Above we have presented a formulation of the radio resource problem based on the three basic allocation decisions: waveform, access port and transmitter power. As the reader may have realized, these are closely related. Most of the recent work indicates that good results are achieved when these decisions are coordiated. Combinations of power control and DCA [13, 15] , base station assignment and power control [21, 22] as well as power control assisted admission schemes have provided interesting results. Another area were research is just in its preliminary stages is the combination of detailed modulation waveforms/channel coding and there interaction with DCA and power control.
Although the current mobile telephony systems are rather easily modelled in the terms described above, it seems clear that also most of the RRM problems expected in the future can be mapped onto the framework presented here. A key problem in bursty and mixed traffic was identified, i.e.
the trade-off between maximizing instantaneous resource utilization (transmit only when data is available) and obtaining reliable quality measurements to facilitate the efficient adaptation of the radio resources to the needs of the users.
Traditionally we consider the frequency spectrum to be the resource to be shared. Since there, in fact, does not exist any upper limit on the capacity that can be provided (with an dense enough infrastructure), it is important that we widen the resource management perspective. Parameters such as infrastructure density costs and terminal power consumption play important roles. One could easily identify trade-offs such as where the signal processing load should be put in a wireless system -in the terminal where power is scarce or in the fixed infrastructure. The key question here is: Should the access port infrastructure be very dense (and costly) allowing for "dumb", cheap, low power terminals or should terminals be more complex allowing for the rapid deployment of a cheap infrastructure at the expense of battery life and terminal cost ?
